From: Louise Staples [mailto:Louise.Staples@nfu.org.uk]
Sent: 30 October 2015 11:48
To: A14 Cambridge to Huntingdon
Subject: NFU submissions post hearings on the 21st and 22nd of October 2015
Importance: High

Dear Sirs
Please find attached the submissions in the form of three documents on behalf of the NFU following
the hearings on the 21st and 22nd October 2015. The documents included are
1) A submission from our barrister Barry Denyer Green in regard to the Compelling Case
issue raised at the hearing on 21st October 2015.
2) A submission from Louise Staples covering all issues raised at the hearings
3) A Statement of Common Ground with amends highlighted in bright green from the NFU
as todays date 30.10.2015. The NFU has submitted this due to amendments from
Highways England not being received until 27th October and a meeting taking place with
HE on Thursday 29 October 2015.
Due to the amount of detail highlighted by HE in the SoCG on the 27th October and in particular
reference to a lot of documents, the NFU has requested under certain headings if further
information could be submitted to the ExA on these points at the last deadline on the 11th
November. The NFU would be grateful if this requested could be accepted.
If there are any questions in regard to any of the documents please do call me at any time to discuss.
Kind regards
Louise
Louise Staples MRICS, FAAV
Rural Surveyor
NFU
Agriculture House
Stoneleigh Park
Stoneleigh
Warwickshire
CV8 2TZ
Direct line: 02476 858558
Fax: 02476 858559
Mobile: 07799384359
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permitted by the NFU to use the NFU network. The information contained in this e-mail and in any
attachments is intended for the named recipient and may be privileged or confidential. If you receive this email in error please notify the NFU immediately on 024 7685 8500. Do not copy it, distribute it or take any
action based on the information contained in it. Delete it immediately from your computer. Neither the NFU

nor the sender accepts any liability for any direct, indirect or consequential loss arising from any action taken
in reliance on the information contained in this e-mail and gives no warranty or representation as to its
accuracy or reliability. Nor does the NFU accept any liability for viruses which may be transmitted by it. It is
your responsibility to scan the e-mail and its attachments (if any) for viruses. The NFU may monitor and read
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Introduction
1.

The Examining Authority ("ExA") raised two issues on 21st October

on which they sought submissions:
(1)

"How can you make a compelling case when you are not
certain as to what land or interest you require?"; and

(2)

how can the requirements, the NFU and A14 Agents assume
that this refers to the requirements of a compelling case, be met
in circumstances where discussions have not taken place with
affected landowners as to either the extent of the land to be
taken or as to the nature of the interest which is required?

2.

The background to these issues is that:
(1)

Land in the draft DCO is required for: (a) the trace of the
proposed public highway ("Public Highway Land") and (b) the
additional areas said to be required for ecological mitigation,
borrow pits, balancing ponds and flood risk allieviation ("the
Additional Land");

(2)

Whilst there were some talks with some of the landowners of a
general nature only, HE did not engage with the affected
landowners and tenants prior to July 2015 in any meaningful
way, or at all, to negotiate for the acquisition of any land;

(3)

Prior to its Response on 7th July 2015 (HE/A14/EX/53), HE
did not appear to consider seriously or at all the issue as to
whether the acquisition of any lesser rights than permanent
acquisition would suffice in respect of the Additional Land; and

(4)

The Objectors represented by the NFU and the A14 Agents
have maintained that their respective clients would be, and
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would have been, prepared to negotiate for the grant of rights
less than permanent acquisition in respect of the Additional
Land.

Compelling case requirement: the legal and policy framework
3.

The HE must show a “compelling case in the public interest for the

land to be acquired compulsorily”: see section 122(3) of the Planning Act
2008 Act. Article 1 of the First Protocol of the Convention for the Protection
of Human Rights provides: "Every natural or legal person is entitled to the
peaceful enjoyment of his possessions. No one shall be deprived of his
possessions except in the public interest and subject to the conditions
provided for by law and by the general principles of international law.

4.

Policy guidance is found in paras 8 and 12-16 of the DCLG Planning

Act 2008 - Guidance related to procedures for the compulsory acquisition of
land, February 2013 ("the Guidance"): see the Appendix to these
submissions, below. Para 45 of the Guidance states that ODPM Circular
06/2004 Compulsory Purchase and the Crichel Down Rules contains further
general guidance on matters related to compulsory acquisition: paras 17 and
24-25 are also in the Appendix below. Accordingly the ExA should be
considering Circular 06/2004.

5.

Whilst there is no direct legal authority on the meaning of a

"compelling case", the following agreed examples of where a compelling
case could not be made out were put in, and referred to by Sullivan LJ, in R
(FCC Environment (UIK) Ltd) v Secretary of State for Energy and Climate
Change [2015] Env LR 22 at para [11] without disapproval:
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(1) The land proposed to be acquired compulsorily may, on proper
analysis, be found to be excessive because the development
proposals can be constructed without needing that land to be
acquired …;
(2) The acquisition of a right over the land, rather than its
acquisition, might suffice; and
(3) The land may be necessary but, during the course of the Panel’s
consideration of the application, the owner may agree to sell it
willingly rather than by compulsion (a common scenario in
compulsory purchase inquiries).”

6.

In Hall v First Secretary of State [2007] EWCA Civ 612, Carnwath

LJ said at [15]:
"It is well-established that a clear case is required, both under domestic law
and under the European Convention of Human Rights, to justify depriving a
private owner of his land in the public interest.
Carnwath LJ then set out the terms of para 14 of Circular 03/2003, the predecessor
to para 17 of Circular 06/2004 (see Appendix below), and continued:
The courts have accepted that this principle fairly reflects the necessary
balance required by the Convention (see R. (on the application of Clays Lane
Housing) v Housing Corporation [2005] 1 W.L.R. 2229, 2236). Where the
balance depends on judgments of planning policy, the Secretary of State's
decision will not be open to challenge save on conventional judicial review
grounds.
In considering the obligation of an acquiring authority to explore alternatives,
Carnwath LJ then said at [21]:
… to satisfy himself that there is a "compelling case" for compulsory
acquisition, particularly where objectors are unrepresented, fairness
may require [the Secretary of State] to consider at least any obvious
alternatives"
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7.

There is no reason to believe that Carnwath LJ, in referring to any

obvious alternatives, was excluding the alternative of taking some lesser
interest in land rather than its permanent acquisition.

8.

On the basis that the relevant paragraphs in the Guidance and in

Circular 06/2004 reflect Government policy and are relevant considerations
in putting forward an Application for a DCO, and in processing the same, a
failure to take these into account could give rise to grounds for judicial
review: see Ashbridge Investments Ltd v Minister of Housing and Local
Government [1965] 1 WLR 1320 at 1326.

9.

Further, the guidance as to negotiations either before or parallel with

formal processes may well give rise to a "legitimate expectation" that such
will occur, and a failure to conduct such negotiations deprives landowners of
the benefit that negotiations may have brought, especially in relation to the
Additional land, where different locations and lesser rights might have been
achieved: as to the principles see Council of Civil Service Unions v Minister
for the Civil Service[1985] AC 374, per Lord Diplock at 408-409.

Submissions
10.

In relation to the compulsory acquisition of land for a highway

scheme, the application of the "compelling case" requirement embraces, inter
alia, the following considerations:
(1)

At a strategic level, in taking land compulsorily, what is the
balance between private interests and the public interest;

(2)

whether compulsory acquisition is necessary if negotiations
would or may succeed;
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(3)

whether all the land within DCO is actually required for the
scheme;

(4)

whether there are alternatives to taking land permanently, and
some lesser interests would suffice, and might have been
achieved through negotiations.

11.

These submissions concern subparas (2) to (4) of the above paragraph,

but are directed to the two questions raised by the ExA on 21st October.

12.

The word "compelling" is a perfectly ordinary English word with an

unambiguous meaning. The OED defines the verb "to compel" in terms of to
constrain, force or oblige. When used as an adjective, "a compelling case" is
necessarily understood as meaning a case that one is obliged or forced to
accept. On the scale of adjectival descriptions, "compelling" is high up the
scale of emphasis. Unlike phrases such as "shall have regard to" or "shall
take into account", found in, say the planning legislation, and require
attention to, but not necessarily slavish adherence, a "compelling case" is an
emphatic requirement.

13.

In relation to compulsory acquisition of land, and in the use of that

ordinary English word, a compelling case exists if attempts had been made to
negotiate for the acquisition of the Public Highway Land and/or the
Additional Land, or an interest in land, and these had failed. The same
conclusion could be made if serious consideration had been given to taking
lesser rights than the permanent acquisition of the Additional Land,
negotiations had taken place, and cogent and justified reasons were advanced
as why permanent acquisition was required, notwithstanding those
negotiations. But if neither exercise has taken place, it cannot be said that
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there is a compelling case for acquisition in relation to either Lands. The
ExA just does not know whether the use of compulsory acquisition powers is
actually necessary, or in the case of the Additional Land, whether lesser
rights would suffice. The position is the same where HE say that the extent
of land to be taken will not be definitively known until later design stages;
the Application for the DCO is simply premature.

14.

Whilst Circular 06/2004 contains guidance against the background of

compulsory purchase orders, the Guidance (para 45) directs that the Circular
contains further guidance on compulsory acquisition. Paras 24-25 of Circular
06/2004 are therefore applicable, with any appropriate modifications, to
DCOs. There is no distinction of principle between the making of a CPO and
the DCO procedure in relation to the application of the guidance in paras 2425. Further, paras 24 and 25 plainly raise a legitimate expectation that
negotiations will take place, at least in parallel with the formal process.

15.

As to para 24 of Circular 06/2004, the very clear guidance about

seeking to acquire land, and/or to run the formal procedures for compulsory
purchase in parallel with negotiations, has not been followed here. The very
problems that the guidance in para 25 seeks to address have arisen because of
HE's failures. Where the pertinent guidance that, had it been followed, would
justify one aspect of making a compelling case, is not followed, then that is a
sound basis for saying that a compelling case cannot be made.

16.

Of course linear schemes, such as roads, are unlikely to be achieved

without compulsory acquisition. Para 24 recognises the need, where
appropriate, to parallel negotiations with the formal procedures. But that has
not taken place. However, in respect of the requirement for the Additional
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Land, quite different considerations arise for two reasons. First, the precise
location and/or area of the relevant uses, such as mitigation areas, may well
be addressed in negotiations. Second, negotiations may embrace the grant of
lesser rights adequate for HE's purposes. As HE has indicated that lesser
rights might be contemplated, the ExA does not know whether a compelling
case can be made because those negotiations have not taken place to show
that even lesser rights cannot be achieved, or would be adequate.

17.

HE's response at HE Report No.5 (July 2015) (HE/A14/EX/53), paras

63.4.8-63.4.28 recognises that a compelling case has to be made. Tellingly,
HE accepts that detailed design processes have yet to identify, inter alia, land
required to be taken permanently or temporarily: see para 63.4.9. In such
circumstances no compelling case can be made for any of the land if HE
itself is unsure what it requires permanently.

18.

Here HE has been relying on the Guidance, and by implication on the

relevant paragraphs of Circular 06/2004, and that might be said to raise a
legitimate expectation of negotiations. If so, the affected landowners have
been denied the legitimate expectation raised by paras 24 and 25 of the
06/2004 to negotiate, and potentially, in the case of the Additional Land, to
alter the location and/or to secure lesser rights.

19.

If the decision-maker, on the recommendations of the ExA, were to

conclude that a compelling case is made, notwithstanding a failure by HE to
follow and apply the relevant paragraphs in the Guidance and the Circular,
and deny the legitimate expectation of negotiations, then that would render
the strong guidance in those documents of no relevance and any DCO
potentially liable to an application for judicial review.
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20.

The current DCO Application provides the opportunity for the ExA to

recommend that unless the guidance identified above can be shown to have
been followed, a compelling case cannot be made out and powers of
acquisition should not be granted. The NFU and the A14 Agents submit that
the ExA should take that opportunity. The ExA simply does not know what
compulsory acquisition powers, to the extent requested, are actually required.

Falcon Chambers

BARRY DENYER-GREEN

Falcon Court
London EC4Y 1AA

30th October 2015
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APPENDIX

Extracts from DCLG Planning Act 2008 - Guidance related to procedures
for the compulsory acquisition of land, February 2013

General considerations
8. The applicant should be able to demonstrate to the satisfaction of
the Secretary of State that all reasonable alternatives to compulsory
acquisition (including modifications to the scheme) have been
explored. The applicant will also need to demonstrate that the
proposed interference with the rights of those with an interest in the
land is for a legitimate purpose, and that it is necessary and
proportionate.
…

Compelling case in the public interest
12. In addition to establishing the purpose for which compulsory
acquisition is sought, section 122 requires the Secretary of State to be
satisfied that there is a compelling case in the public interest for the
land to be acquired compulsorily.
13. For this condition to be met, the Secretary of State will need to be
persuaded that there is compelling evidence that the public benefits
that would be derived from the compulsory acquisition will outweigh
the private loss that would be suffered by those whose land is to be
acquired. Parliament has always taken the view that land should only
be taken compulsorily where there is clear evidence that the public
benefit will outweigh the private loss.

Balancing public interest against private loss
14. In determining where the balance of public interest lies, the
Secretary of State will weigh up the public benefits that a scheme will
bring against any private loss to those affected by compulsory
acquisition.
15. In practice, there is likely to be some overlap between the factors
that the Secretary of State must have regard to when considering
whether to grant development consent, and the factors that must be
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taken into account when considering whether to authorise any
proposed compulsory acquisition of land.
16. There may be circumstances where the Secretary of State could
reasonably justify granting development consent for a project, but
decide against including in an order the provisions authorising the
compulsory acquisition of the land. For example, this could arise
where the Secretary of State is not persuaded that all of the land
which the applicant wishes to acquire compulsorily has been shown to
be necessary for the purposes of the scheme. Alternatively, the
Secretary of State may consider that the scheme itself should be
modified in a way that affects the requirement for land which would
otherwise be subject to compulsory acquisition. Such scenarios could
lead to a decision to remove all or some of the proposed compulsory
acquisition provisions from a development consent order.
…

Further guidance
45. The ODPM circular 06/2004 Compulsory Purchase and the
Crichel Down Rules contains further general guidance on matters
related to compulsory acquisition, including on serving a “notice to
treat”, making a general vesting declaration, and compensation and
other matters.

Extracts from Circular 06/2004, Compulsory Purchase and the Crichel Down
Rules:
JUSTIFICATION FOR MAKING A COMPULSORY PURCHASE
ORDER
.…
17. A compulsory purchase order should only be made where there is
a compelling case in the public interest. An acquiring authority should
be sure that the purposes for which it is making a compulsory
purchase order sufficiently justify interfering with the human rights of
those with an interest in the land affected. Regard should be had, in
particular, to the provisions of Article 1 of the First Protocol to the
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European Convention on Human Rights and, in the case of a dwelling,
Article 8 of the Convention.
…
PREPARING AND MAKING AN ORDER
Preparatory work
24. Before embarking on compulsory purchase and throughout the
preparation and procedural stages, acquiring authorities should seek
to acquire land by negotiation wherever practicable. The compulsory
purchase of land is intended as a last resort in the event that attempts
to acquire by agreement fail. Acquiring authorities should
nevertheless consider at what point the land they are seeking to
acquire will be needed and, as a contingency measure, should plan a
compulsory purchase timetable at the same time as conducting
negotiations. Given the amount of time which needs to be allowed to
complete the compulsory purchase process, it may often be sensible
for the acquiring authority to initiate the formal procedures in
parallel with such negotiations. This will also help to make the
seriousness of the authority’s intentions clear from the outset, which
in turn might encourage those whose land is affected to enter more
readily into meaningful negotiations.
25. Undertaking informal negotiations in parallel with making
preparations for a compulsory purchase order can help to build up a
good working relationship with those whose interests are affected by
showing that the authority is willing to be open and to treat their
concerns with respect. This can then help to save time at the formal
objection stage by minimising the fear that can arise from
misunderstandings. Early negotiations with statutory undertakers and
similar bodies may pay dividends later on. Likewise where railway
lands or assets are likely to be affected by proposals including the use
of compulsory purchase early consultation with the Strategic Rail
Authority, Network Rail and the relevant Train Operating Company is
advised.
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Code of Construction Practice (CoCP) (HE/A14/EX/161)
1.0 Summary
1.1The NFU raised that at para 4 it states how Local Environmental Plans
(LEMPs) will be produced in addition to the CoCP and at para 5 it is
stated that these will be informed by local stakeholders. The NFU stated
that it is essential that landowners are consulted for their local knowledge.
This should be stated in para 4.
1.2 Para 6 &7 highlights a guide to the enquiries and complaints
procedure. The NFU asked what was this and would like information as
to how this will work and who will enforce the complaints.
1.3 In a response from HE at the hearing they highlighted that the Annex
at the back of the CoCP explained what a LEMP would look like but
there is no sub heading and information to cover agricultural land.
2.0 Ch 4 Community Relations
2.1 The NFU confirmed that it was pleased to see that there would be a
landowner forum as stated at para 4.3.16 but raised a concern that
landowners could only attend by invitation only. Further clarification was
sought on whether land agents acting for landowners could attend along
with NFU on behalf of their members.
2.2 The NFU confirms that clarification was given at the hearing that
NFU could attend.
2.3 An issue was raised as to how were all the forums as mentioned at
para 4.3.2 going to link together with all their different views on design.
2.4 The NFU stated how it was a nice statement at para 4.3.6 to say HE
will engage and listen and consider how best to proceed and that
discussions as appropriate to reach a satisfactory outcome. But that it
needed to be realistic that with the different forums and the makeup of
these, views on design were going to be very different and how was this
going to be resolved.
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2.5 Again at para 4.3.24 it was raised how HE think that disagreement
will be resolved through further discussion but if not that the issue would
be referred to the Chief Highways Engineer who would then assemble an
independent panel of experts which would include members of the
Strategic Stakeholder Board.
2.6 The NFU requested information on firstly who is the Chief Highways
Engineer and secondly who makes up the Strategic Stakeholder Board?
2.7 Further the NFU raised that there was no mention here of the Design
Council which had been referred to at a meeting on Thursday 15th
October with Sarah Collins of HE. The NFU asked for clarification of
how the Chief Highways Officer, the Strategic Stakeholder Board and the
Design Council linked up and worked together in regard to design. This
was not at all clear.
General Site Operations
2.8 The NFU highlighted that it has raised concern in the SoCG with HE
and at the hearing on the 3rd September as to how pollution of private
water supply would be resolved which may affect irrigation systems. HE
highlighted that this issue had been covered at para 5.8.2 in the CoCP.
2.9 In this section none of the bullet points cover private water supplies or
landowners. It does mention at 5.8.1 proactive management practices but
the NFU would like to see it stated that water will be supplied
immediately if a private borehole or reservoir is contaminated which is
feeding an irrigation system.
Community and Private Assets
2.10 The NFU confirmed that it is very pleased with the wording of para
8.3.1 which has highlighted that surveys, testing and recording will take
place of the existing soil.
2.11 The NFU confirmed that it is pleased with the wording at 8.3.2
which states that the contractor will contact landowners to establish the
exact nature of the existing field drainage system. It is very important that
this is carried out to avoid future problems.
2.12 Further it has been highlighted that the contractor will seek to agree
with the landowner the scheme of restoration of the drainage and this will
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include pipe and culvert sizes on drainage calculations and replacing
existing capacity. The NFU raised that it needs to state that it will replace
with what is needed for the field drainage to work again.
2.13 The NFU raised that at para 8.3.3 that HE need to confirm that
restoration will proceed with consultation with the landowner and a local
drainage contractor who is familiar with the drainage of the area.
2.14 An issue was raised over the wording in para 8.3.5 which states that
the contractor will undertake inspections post construction and that this
would be carried out once a year for three years. The concerns would be
assessed and remedial action undertaken. The NFU has raised issues over
drainage from the start of the process and highlighted how long it takes
for field drainage to work correctly after a construction phase. The NFU
has asked for this type of inspection to take place for at least 5 – 10 years
or until the inspection shows that the drainage is working again as it was
before the scheme. The NFU would like to see that this is accepted in the
CoCP.
2.15 At the hearing Sarah Collins in response to this highlighted that full
and final compensation claims have to be carried out within 6 years so she
believes that 3 years would only be possible for inspections to be carried
out. The NFU can see no reason why inspections cannot be carried out for
a longer this would not affect a compensation claim which is likely to be
for crop loss. The CoCP should state that inspections will be carried out
annually on request of landowners after 5 years if there is a problem with
the field drainage and HE should cover the cost all remedial action
needed.

Agricultural Access through Huntingdon
2.16 Camilla Horsfall spoke on behalf of the NFU and Agents
Association.
2.17 CH confirmed that it was now understood that permits would be
issued on a permanent basis and would not need to be applied for
annually as stated in the SoCG with the NFU but that it still states that
Cambridge County Council (CCC) can see no reason to refuse an
application where there is demonstrable need for one. It was raised that
confirmation of what is demonstrable need would be required.
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2.18 It was also highlighted that in the letter from CCC dated the 13th
October 2015 to the ExA that a license is permanent until revoked which
still raises an issue for the agricultural businesses that will need to apply
for a permit once the new road is open. Further a copy of the license
provided from 1988 at para 5.a states that the Council can use its absolute
discretion whether or not to agree to a permit. Further clarification on this
is requested.
2.19 The NFU as requested would like to see licenses issued permanently
which cannot be revoked and for HE to guarantee this. It cannot be left
for landowners to have to agree this with CCC. The cost involved to an
agricultural business to not be given a permanent license is too high.

Statements of Common Ground
2.20 The NFU is concerned over the certification of the SoCG. There are
a lot of issues highlighted in not only the SoCG with the NFU but with
individual landowners which are still as matters not agreed or still under
discussion. The NFU would like reassurance that all of these outstanding
matters will have to be addressed by HE.
DCO Hearing –Thursday 22nd October 2015
2.21 The NFU raised an issue under Sch 2 subheading ‘Detailed Design’
that there was no link as to how the Design Council’s Review Panel
linked to the information set out in the CoCP which stated that a Chief
Highways Engineer and the Strategic Stakeholder Board would consider
design changes.
2.22 The NFU is very pleased that clarification has been requested on this
by the ExA.
2.23 The NFU seeks further clarification on how schedule 10 will work as
highlighted at para 41 ‘Certification of Plans’ under Part 7 Miscellaneous
and General. The concern is that changes might take place as it states that
HE must as soon as practical after the date on which is the Order is
made…provide copies of the documents listed.
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2.24 It is understood that clarification has been sought on this by the ExA.

Aftercare of Soil in the CocP – Chapter 8
2.25 The NFU did not raise this issue at the hearing on the 21st October as
it has previously been raised at the hearing on 3rd September. But further
to receiving the latest SoCG on 27.10. 2015 there is still an issue with the
aftercare of soils that HE are prepared to carry out.
2.26 The NFU has raised issues over the aftercare of soil once it has been
reinstated from the startof this process and highlighted how long it takes
for soil to return to its quality and to be able to produce yields as it did
before construction took place. The NFU would like to see soil
inspections and samples taken for at least 5 – 10 years or until the soil
samples show that the soil has returned to its condition that it was before
the scheme. The NFU would like to see that this is accepted and detailed
in the CoCP.
2.27 At the hearing Sarah Collins in response to field drainage issues
highlighted that full and final compensation claims have to be carried out
within 6 years so she believes that 3 years would only be possible for
inspections to be carried out. The NFU can see no reason why inspections
or field sampling cannot be carried out for a longer period as this would
not affect a compensation claim which is likely to be for crop loss. The
CoCP should state that soil sampling will be carried out annually on
request of landowners after 5 years if there is still a problem with the soil
structure and its condition. HE should cover the cost of all remedial action
needed.
2.28 The NFU would like to see this incorporated in the CoCP and the
soil strategy document.
Louise Staples
`
NFU Rural Surveyor
30th October 2015

Agriculture House
Stoneleigh Park
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1

Introduction

1.1

Purpose of document

1.1.1

A Statement of Common Ground (SoCG) is a written statement prepared
jointly by the applicant for a Development Consent Order (DCO) and
another party. It sets out matters which are agreed between both parties,
as well as matters which are not agreed and matters which are under
discussion.

1.1.2

The aim of SoCGs is to provide a clear record of the issues discussed and
the stage each issue is at during the discussion. The SoCG can be used
as evidence of these discussions in representations to the Planning
Inspectorate as part of their examination of the DCO application.

1.2

This Statement of Common Ground

1.2.1

This SoCG has been jointly prepared by Highways England, as the
Applicant, and the National Farmers Union of England & Wales (hereafter,
NFU). It refers to the application for the proposed A14 Cambridge to
Huntingdon improvement scheme which was submitted to the Planning
Inspectorate on 31 December 2014 and accepted on 27 January 2015 for
examination by the Planning Inspectorate.

1.2.2

The NFU is making a case on behalf of its members who are affected by
the scheme. There is a list of such NFU members at Appendix 1 to the
NFU's Written Representation submitted at Deadline 2 of the Examination
on 15 June 2015.

1.2.3

The scheme extends from Ellington, on the western outskirts of
Huntingdon, to Milton in the north-east of Cambridge. It includes both new
highway construction and the widening and improvement of existing
highways over a total length of 34 km (21 miles). It includes a new bypass
to the south of Huntingdon, carriageway widening on the existing A14
between Swavesey and Girton, and improvements to the Cambridge
Northern Bypass. It also includes junction improvements, the widening of
the A1 trunk road between Brampton and Alconbury, and new local access
roads. In addition, the existing A14 between the Ellington and Swavesey
junctions is to be de-trunked (ie returned to county road status), the road
viaduct over the East Coast Mainline railway at Huntingdon removed and
road connections to the existing A14 from within the town amended.

1.3

Structure of the Statement of Common Ground

1.3.1

This SoCG comprises 5 sections:


Section 1 – this introduction.



Section 2 – a record of engagement undertaken, for example meetings,
emails and letters related to the discussions, including a summary of
each.
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Section 3 – tables recording areas which are agreed and not agreed as
a result of the discussions.



Section 4 – a table recording areas which are under discussion, and a
summary of the issues related to each.



Section 5 – signatures of the parties to indicate a true and accurate
record of the discussions.
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2

Previous engagement undertaken

2.1.1 The table below records the engagement undertaken between Highways

England and NFU:

Date

Type of
engagement

Summary of discussion

30 July 2014

Meeting

Overview of scheme and consultation process.

4 November 2014

Meeting

Further details of scheme and relevant issues
to landowners and other NFU members.

17 April 2015

Meeting:
- Diane
Armitage,
NFU
- Louise
Staples, NFU
- Geoff
Dodgson,
J2A
(appointed
consultant
acting for
Highways
England)

Discussion around:
 Overview of scheme
 Rights of way
 Relevant environment issues
 Landowner access
 Farm vehicle movements
 DCO process and SoCG
 NFU representation to Planning
Inspectorate.

4 August 2015

Meeting
Michael Alexander,
Partner, Brown & Co
& chairman
Camilla Horsfall,
Carter Jonas
Louise Staples, NFU
Rural Surveyor
Hannah Padfield,
NFU County Adviser
Cambridgeshire
Sarah Collings,
Property and
Acquisition Team
Leader, Highways
England
Anna Smythe,
Assistant Property
and Acquisition
Team Leader,
Highways England
Geoff Dodgson ,
Highways England
Phil Welbourn,

Discussions included:
Meeting between Counsel
- Accuracy of plans and compulsory
acquisition
- Habitat creation
- SoCG
- Temporary land take
- Compound and soil storage sites
- Borrow pits
- Covenants and maintenance
- Flood alleviation
- Stakeholder engagement
- Code of construction practice
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District Valuer
Nick Merriman,
Valuation Office
7 August 2015

20 August 2015

6 October

15 October

Further discussion and progress made on
SoCG issues and steps to seek to resolve them
and agreement to hold a further meeting on 20
August

Telcon:
L Staples, NFU
G Dodgson, J2A
Meeting at Bedford
Heights.
Louise Staples and
Hannah Padfield,
NFU; Iain Nott and
Camilla Horsford,
A14 Agents
Association; Sarah
Collins, Anna
Smythe, Highways
England; Howard
Williams, IDT;
Russell Cryer, Geoff
Dodgson, Jon
Lewell, Helen Mullin,
Daniel Smee, J2A
Meeting at
Stoneleigh
Louise Staples, NFU
and Geoff Dodgson,
J2A
Meeting at Bedford
Heights
Louise Staples,
NFU; Camilla
Horsford, A14
Agents Association;
Sarah Collins,
Highways England;
Geoff Dodgson, J2A

Further discussion with a particular focus on
environmental aspects of land take. Specific
legal matters were not discussed.

Further discussions on Statement of Common
Ground

Further discussions on Statements of Common
Ground

19 October

Email G Dodgson to
L Staples

Copy of Cambs County Council submission to
the Examining Authority regarding weight limit
licensing in Huntingdon town centre.

29 October

Meeting G Dodgson
and NFU

Discussing further matters of detail on
Statement of Common Ground

2.1.2 It is agreed that this is an accurate record of the meetings and key

correspondence between Highways England and NFU in relation to the
matters noted in the following sections of this document.
2.1.3

There will continue to be on-going discussion between the parties.
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3

Topics contained within this SoCG

3.1.1 The below provides a summary of the topics that have been considered within

this SoCG and provide a structure as to topics and matters of relevance that
have been the subject of correspondence and contact to date between the HA
and NFU


Consultation
o Scheme elements (layout)
o Huntingdon Southern Bypass
o Local Access Roads



Borrow Pits



Local Development



Non-Motorised User Provision



Environment



Noise and Vibration



Landscape and Visual (including mitigation proposals)



Heritage and Conservation



Land Contamination



Ecology, biodiversity and nature conservation



Flooding and Drainage



Construction/Delivery



Management and Maintenance
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4

Matters agreed and matters not agreed

4.1

Matters agreed

4.1.1

The table bellows shows the areas where Highways England and NFU are
in agreement, the record of agreement refers to the source document in
which the agreement has been noted.

Ref

Description

Matters agreed

The NFU accepts the use of temporary
possession for the land coloured green and
blue on the land interest plans subject to
agreements on the detailed wording of the
licence precedent which Highways England
have offered but are yet to provide.
The NFU would like to receive either heads
of terms or a draft licence for approval
before this can be fully agreed.

1

Highways England
Noted; however Highways England wishes
to clarify that:
1. Powers of temporary possession
only relate to land coloured green
on the Land Plans forming part of
the application documentation; land
coloured blue would be possessed
temporarily and subject to the
acquisition of new permanent
rights;
Temporary
2. The exercise of temporary
Possession Powers
possession powers under the DCO
(if made) would not involve either a
licence or heads of terms, but
Highways England has agreed to
provide draft licence precedents for
use in cases of acquisition of land or
rights by agreement or in cases of
entry onto land by agreement; and
3. Highways England provided such
draft licence precedents to the NFU
by way of follow up to the meeting
held on 20 August 2015.
NFU:
The NFU understands that powers of
temporary possession relate to land coloured
green, but it understands that the land
coloured blue is where Highways England
wishes to acquire rights over the land only and
so Highways England does not need to acquire
Page 11 of 45

Record of
agreement

NFU
amended
27.8.2015

Highways
England
amended
02.09.2015

Ref

Description

Matters agreed

Record of
agreement

the land in these areas permanently.
If Highways England is to acquire rights over
the land by agreement, how does it intend to
do this if it is not going to use a licence to
agree terms?
The NFU acknowledges that a draft licence
has been received from Highways England
and will respond direct to Highways England
on this.
Highways England:
Highways England would require landowners
to enter into a binding legal agreement
granting the rights needed by Highways
England to carry out the relevant works and to
maintain them in perpetuity as required. Each
legal agreement would need to be drafted on a
bespoke basis to reflect the circumstances of
each landowner.

2

Scheme Objectives

The NFU does not challenge the scheme
objectives and confirms that it is not
sufficiently informed to comment.
The NFU agree that a new Book of
Reference has been published and that there
have been amendments made but
after checking the details for Weybridge
Farm it still shows that Messrs Turney are
the freehold owners which is incorrect.

3

Accuracy of Book of
Reference

Highways England:
Highways England notes this and confirms that
land ownership information is currently being
reviewed; Highways England will revert in
relation to Messrs Turney and Weybridge Farm.
This has now been amended.
NFU:
The NFU is grateful that further work is being
carried out to the accuracy of the book of
reference.
It is agreed that Highways England will continue
to work with all landowners to ensure the
accuracy of the Book of Reference
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6 October
2015

Relevant
Representati
on 476 (as
per PINS
website)
submitted by
NFU on 10
March 2015
Meeting 20
August 2015
NFU
amended
27.8.2015
Highways
England
amended
02.09.2015
Meeting 10
October
2015

Ref

Description

Matters agreed

The NFU wish to understand in more detail what
access provisions are being provided to farmers
where there access to land has been severed.

4

Access

Highways England:
The Rights of Way and Access Plans (Applicant
reference 2.5, PINS Reference APP-114)
submitted with the DCO application in December
2014 (including some updated versions of these
plans submitted with the Errata Report in May
2015 (see Applicant reference HE/A14/EX/10,
PINS reference APP-773) explain proposed
access solutions. Highways England's on-going
discussions with affected landowners will cover
any access issues, with the objective of
identifying any additional access solutions where
necessary. A number of access solutions that
have been agreed with landowners were
submitted to the Examination at Deadline 7
(HE/A14/EX/99).
Discussions regarding accommodation work and
access needs will continue with landowners and
farmers individually during detailed design.
Highways England will during the detailed
design take account of the farmers’ and
landowners concerns over access and
security.

NFU:
The NFU requests that where HE have agreed
to provide a new means of access that these
shall be designed in consultation with the
affected landowner and must be suitable for
the intended purpose and not any lesser
standard than any existing
accesses that they replace.

Record of
agreement

Meeting 20
August
2015

NFU
amended
27.8.2015

Highways England confirms that this is
agreed.
The NFU is grateful that Highways England has
confirmed that they will enter into discussions
with landowners over requirements for access
provisions and that the accesses provided will
meet intended purpose.
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Highways
England
amended
02.09.2015

Ref

5

Description

Matters agreed

Bunds and noise
barriers

Further details on the rationale for the
creation of earth bunds in certain locations
and noise barriers.
The scheme design includes bunds and noise
barriers to mitigate the effects of noise arising
from the scheme. The positioning of these is
based on the environmental impact assessment
carried out in respect of the scheme. Barriers or
landscaped bunds will not provide any benefit
over distances in excess of c.600 metres. The
Government's Calculation of Road Traffic Noise
methodology (the use of which is prescribed by
the Design Manual for Roads and Bridges and
the National Policy Statement for National
Networks) states that the calculated level of
noise should only allow for either the reduction
provided by a noise barrier or the reduction for
the absorption provided by soft ground cover
between the road and the receiver. The
reduction provided by soft ground increases with
distance from the road. The calculated net
benefit of a noise barrier therefore decreases
with increasing distance from the road. It is on
the basis of this guidance and of the noise
assessment carried out for the scheme that
Highways England's rationale for the location of
bunds and noise barriers has been developed.
Highways England has assured NFU that
where bunds are proposed, relevant farmers and
land owners have been contacted and
discussions regarding land-take will take place
during detailed design.
NFU wish to understand the rationale for the size
and number of balancing ponds. There seems to
be a lot in one area and then none in another
area.
Highways England has engaged with the
Environment Agency to ensure that balancing
ponds have been designed to provide sufficient
volume to achieve the attenuation criteria set by
the Environment Agency.

6

Balancing ponds
Highways England:
Rationalisation of layouts will be reviewed with
individual landowners and farmers to maximise
opportunities for farming. During the detail design
Highways England will continue to ensure that
landtake is minimised and takes account of
further detail preconstruction survey work, the
position of the ponds in relation to field
boundaries and other features will be reviewed in
consultation with individual farmers and
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Record of
agreement

Meeting 4
August and
Telephone
discussion
7 August

Meeting 20
August
2015
Meeting 17
April 2015
Meeting 4
August and
Telephone
discussion
7 August
Meeting 20
August
2015

Ref

Description

Matters agreed

Record of
agreement

landowners, to maximise agricultural usage and
minimise land take.

4.2

Matters not agreed

4.2.1

The table below shows the areas where Highways England and the NFU
are not in agreement, the record of non-agreement refers to the source
document in which the confirmed disagreement has been noted.
NFU challenges the powers of possession
which are being sought for the purposes of
creating the Borrow Pits and extracting and for
use of the Minerals. The NFU is challenging
the inclusion of land to be taken under Articles
20 and 30 for the borrow pits as minerals can
be provided from elsewhere with less
environmental damage.

1

Remit of the DCO in
respect of Borrow
Pits

Highways England:
Highways England is not seeking to use powers
of temporary possession to create borrow pits for
the purpose of mineral extraction. Rather,
Highways England proposes the exercise of
powers of compulsory acquisition to secure land
to be used as borrow pits for the purpose of
extracting minerals for use in the construction of
the scheme.
NFU:
NFU would highlight that it understands from
agents acting on behalf of members that
Highways England is only engaging with
landowners in regard to smaller issues
The NFU understands that Highways England is
not seeking to use powers of temporary
possession to create borrow pits. What the NFU
is challenging is whether Highways England has
a compelling case in their public interest for the
land to be acquired compulsorily.
The NFU has contended in its submission at the
hearing on the 3rd September that there is an
adequate number of quarries available in the
neighbourhood from which adequate volumes of
necessary materials can be drawn. Evidence
provided by T Troman of Wardell Armstrong.
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Relevant
Representati
on 476 (as
per PINS
website)
submitted by
NFU on 10
March 2015
Amended by
NFU
27.8.2015

Highways
England's
Responses
to the
Examining
Authority's
First Written
Questions
submitted
at Deadline
2 on 15
June (doc
ref
HE/A14/EX/
31 in the
response
to question
1.4.1

Highways England:
The compelling case made by Highways England
for the compulsory acquisition of land for borrow
pits has been explained in Highways England's
summary of its case made at the Compulsory
Acquisition Hearings contained within Matters
Arising from Highways England's Oral
Submissions at Compulsory Acquisition Hearings
on 1 – 3 September 2015 and associated PostHearing Documents submitted at Deadline 10
(Applicant reference HE/A14/EX/159, PINS
reference REP10-033).
Highways England has also produced an
explanation of why the alternative sources of
material identified by the NFU are not appropriate
for the Scheme at Deadline 9 (Borrow Pits –
Alternative sources of fill, and improvement
scheme breakdown of types of material
(Applicant reference HE/A14/EX/136, PINS
reference REP9-011).
Highways England has dealt with strategic issues
generally in the examination. There is no
requirement for these to be reiterated in relation
to individual landowners, as this would not be a
good use of the examination time as a decision
made by the Examining Authority on these
strategic issues would apply to all landowners.
Discussions with individual landowners have
focussed on resolving individual matters relevant
to their specific interests.
It is also Highways England's understanding that
the NFU has accepted its position on the
incorporation of the mining code into the DCO.
In response to the queries prior to Deadline 11,
Highways England, at Deadline 9, submitted a
document entitled 'Borrow Pits - Alternative
sources of fill and Breakdown of Types of
Materials' (Applicant reference HE/A14/EX/136,
PINS reference REP09-011). This paper discusses:
 the factors that were considered in deciding
to use borrow pits;
 the options that were considered in
sourcing materials;
 a response to the NFU's report on borrow
pits;
 an explanation of why Waterbeach Depot
could not be used; and
 a breakdown of the material expected to be
won from the borrow pits.

Due to time constraints since the hearings on
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Highways
England
amend
27.10.2015

the 21st and 22nd October and only receiving
the above information on the 27th October the
NFU has not yet been able to look at the
documents identified in detail in particular
EX/136 and EX/182 which identifies further
documents including EX/149.The NFU would
like to respond to this point in detail by
deadline 15 on the 11th November.
At Deadline 12, Highways England, in its response
to the NFU's Deadline 11 submissions (Applicant
reference HE/A14/EX/182, PINS reference REP12004) set out its position as to the use of material
from HS2.

The NFU thanks HE for looking into whether
material may have been available
from the HS2 scheme and does
understand that timings of both
schemes might make it impossible for
material to be used from HS2 due to
the construction not starting at the
earliest mid 2017 as detailed in
EX/182. The NFU though would like
clarification that HE have taken into
regard any other schemes that will be
starting at the same time as the
proposed the A14 scheme Summer
2016 that may have material available
that can be used.

4

Huntingdon town
centre

NFU amend
30.10.2015

Highways
England
amend
27.10.2015

NFU amend
30.10.2015

NFU seeks an exemption to allow farmers and
contractors to move agricultural machinery
through Huntingdon and this to be subject to no
weight limit. This exemption is justified because
local farmers correctly use the existing A14
without restriction (these include Mr C Behagg, Mr
K Roe, Messrs G W Topham and Sons who have
interests in the scheme and other NFU Members
will also be affected (including Mr J Peck from P X
Farms). Following
de-trunking of the existing A14 this remains
the viable through route and
licencing restricts existing
arrangements. The post scheme route will not
involve the medieval bridge which does carry a
weight restriction.

Highways England:
Highways England's position is that the weight
restrictions set out in Schedule 3 to the
revised draft Development
Consent Order (Applicant reference
HE/A14/EX/59, PINS reference REP4Page 17 of 45

Meeting 17
April 2015
Meeting 4
August and

021) have been agreed following consultation
with Cambridgeshire County
Council and Huntingdonshire District
Council, in order to regulate the entry of
vehicles into Huntingdon Town Centre,
and to help the scheme meet one of its
core objectives of putting the right traffic on
the right roads. Without such limits,
heavy goods vehicles could still attempt
to use the de-trunked A14 as an alternative
route to the new Huntingdon Southern Bypass
and this could result in such traffic seeking to
pass through Huntingdon Town Centre. The
solution currently agreed between Highways
England and the above-mentioned Councils
would enable local agricultural businesses to
use the roads upon application to the County
Council. The purpose of the requirement for
licence applications is to ensure that the
County Council can control usage, and give
priority to local businesses needing to use the
relevant roads.
NFU:
It is emphasised by the NFU that consultation
has not included the NFU, their members or
other affected local businesses.
The NFU’s position is that agricultural vehicle
movements involving the de- trunkers A14 and
Huntingdon town centre should not be subject
to licencing.
Highways England:
Cambridgeshire County Council has now
confirmed to Highways England that the
system of vehicle licensing for agricultural
vehicles through Huntingdon town centre has
been in place since 1988, and that in the event
of demonstrated need, there would be no basis
for withholding the licence.
NFU:
The NFU still holds the position that farmers
and contractors should be able to move
agricultural machinery along the de trunked
A14 without a licence. A map is attached
highlighting the route we believe should not be
licensed. The NFU accepts that there is a
vehicle licensing system in place for
Huntingdon town centre. The NFU sees that
there would be no need for agricultural vehicles
to be using the inner ring road. Already
contractors will not be using the mediaeval
bridge due to the weight limit and the
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Telephone
discussion
7
August
Meeting 20
August

NFU
amended
27.8.2015

Highways
England
amended
02.09.2015

restrictions in the width of the bridge. It cannot
be left to Cambridgeshire County Council to
make a decision annually as to whether to
issue a licence or not. It should have no control
on usage by local farming contractors. It a
licence was not issued to a farming business
this would cause extreme expense.
Highways England:
As explained in part 7 of Highways England'
submission 'Matters Arising from Highways
England's Oral Submissions at Compulsory
Acquisition Hearings on 1 – 3 September 2015
and associated Post-Hearing Documents'
submitted at Deadline 10 (Applicant reference
HE/A14/EX/159, PINS reference REP10-033),
Cambridgeshire County Council has confirmed
that permits would be issued on a permanent
basis and would not need to be renewed
annually; also that it anticipates no reason to
refuse to grant a permit where there is a
demonstrable need for one, which would be the
case for local farming contractors. It is therefore
appropriate that decisions on these matters are
made by the County Council.

Cambridgeshire County Council has also
made a written response direct to the
Examining Authority for Deadline 11 (letter
dated 13 October 2015, PINS reference
REP11-005) which has been shared with the
NFU. In this letter, CCC confirms that "weight
limit exemptions are granted on an annual
basis" and that "a weight limit exemption,
once granted, is permanent until revoked",
such that annual renewal is not required.
In addition, at the Compulsory Acquisition
Hearings (21 October 2015) Cambridgeshire
County Council confirmed it is prepared to
meet with landowners and the NFU to talk
through the licensing process.
The NFU has seen the letter that Cambridge
County Council sent to the ExA dated 13th
October and as highlighted in our written
submission follow the hearing on the 21st Oct
2015
It is now understood that permits will be issued
on a permanent basis and would not need to
be applied for annually as stated above and
that Cambridge County Council (CCC) can
see no reason to refuse an application where
there is demonstrable need for one.
Confirmation of what is demonstrable need is
required.
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Email 19
October
Highways
England
amend
27.10.2015

NFU amend
30.10.2015

It is also highlighted in the letter from CCC
dated the 13th October 2015 to the ExA that a
license is permanent until revoked which still
raises an issue for the agricultural businesses
that will need to apply for a permit once the
new road is open. Further a copy of the
license provided from 1988 at para 5.a states
that the Council can use its absolute
discretion whether or not to agree to a permit.
Further clarification on this is requested.
The NFU will take up the offer of a meeting with
Cambridge County Council as offered at the
hearing on 21 Oct 2015.

5

Acquisition for
habitat and flood
mitigation

NFU also stating that Highways England has
failed to show the landscape mitigation measures
are required on the scale sought along with the
flood alleviation areas and the balance ponds.
Highways England's Environmental Statement
(Applicant reference 6.1, PINS reference APP341) explains why the proposed landscape and
flood mitigation and drainage measures are
required in connection with the scheme. Further
information on the methodology for the
calculation of such areas was provided in
Highways England's responses to Written
Representations submitted at Deadline 4 on 7
July 2015.
Highways England
NFU has been supplied with extensive
documentation regarding the draft
Statements of Common Ground between
Highways England and Natural England and
Highways England and the Environment
Agency which further demonstrate the need
for the proposed landscape and flood
mitigation measures and the need for this to
be secured in perpetuity, whether through
management by Highways England or
pursuant to legal agreement.
NFU:
The NFU maintain that the habitat mitigation
is excessive and in part exacerbated by the
use of borrow pits for which the NFU
contends there is no compelling case (see
HE’s response of July 2015 (henton) 36.2.1
and 36.2.18) and also because:a) The NFU believe that HE are trying to

Relevant
Representati
on 476 (as
per PINS
website)

Highways
England
amended
02.09.2015

achieve a net gain in habitat effect rather than
no net loss. An area of 271ha has been
designated
b) As stated above creating the borrow pits
will create the need for habitat mitigation

c)Professional judgement has been used to
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NFU

calculate the habitat area but nowhere has the
effect on land to be taken out of agricultural
production been covered and considered or
adverse effects on business viability to create
the habitat areas

amended
27.8.2015

Highways England:
The effects of the scheme on agricultural
production and business viability are assessed
in the Environmental Statement (see ES
Chapter 16, paragraph 16.6 and following).
NFU:
All the points above highlighted by the NFU still
stand and which were given at the hearing on 3
September. Ch 16, paragraph 16.6 in the ES
does highlight the effect but is really only a
statement highlighting the effect on the grade of
land lost and again the table at 16.11 highlights a
few impacts and just states whether the impact is
minor, moderate or major. There is no information
on business viability and no difference highlighted
that is necessary to build the road and that which
is required to create habitat mitigation. This
needs to be shown.

Highways
England
amended
02.09.2015

Highways England:
The extent of land take for ecological mitigation is
explained at part 2.6 of the 'Matters Arising from
Highways England's Oral Submissions at
Compulsory Acquisition Hearings on 1 – 3
September 2015 and associated Post-Hearing
Documents' submitted at Deadline 10, and in the
'Explanation of Ecological Mitigation' to be
submitted at Deadline 11.

The explanation for why ecological mitigation and
landscaping is required for the Scheme is set out in
Chapter 10 and Chapter 11 of the Environmental
Statement (Applicant reference 6.1, PINS
reference APP-341 and APP-342).
A further explanation of the ecological mitigation for
the Scheme and the extent of what is being created
can be found in the Explanation of Ecological
Mitigation document submitted at Deadline 11
(Applicant reference HE/A14/EX/176, PINS
reference REP11-011).
Further to the representations received from
landowners and the NFU, Highways England has
also considered the extent of the landscaping
proposed for the Scheme and has made a number
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Highways
England
amend
27.10.2015

of non-material changes to the Scheme to reduce
the compulsory land take required for landscaping
and flood compensation. This is reported in HEA14-EX-163 Consolidated Report on Proposed
Non-Material Changes to the Application.
On the issue of farm viability, Highways England's
assessment approach was aligned to DMRB Vol
11, Section 3 Part 6 which states at Paragraph
10.16 that the Stage 3 assessment should cover
the likely future viability of individual farms.
Paragraph 16.2.16 of the Environmental Statement
explains how farming viability has been
assessed. The methodology involved an analysis
of land-take, severance and access effects on the
holding, informed by stakeholder consultation with
the landowner and with consideration of the
extents of any major re-organisation of the
holding. The effects on local farm businesses are
assessed against the criteria in Table 16.2 of the
Environmental Statement, which define the
significance of effect, for example, Major Adverse
(renders a farming business unworkable in its
current form, such that it could not continue
unchanged) to Minor Adverse (affects the
workability of a full-time business but with little
change to the farming business, such that it could
continue largely as before). Beneficial impacts
were also considered, such as improved access,
which may improve farm viability.
The findings on significance of effect are then
reported for each farm business in Table 16.11 of
the Environmental Statement.

Due to time constraints since the hearings
on the 21st and 22nd October and only
receiving the above information on the 27th
October the NFU has not yet been able to
look at the documents identified in detail in
particular EX/176 and EX/163. further
documents including EX/149.The NFU would
like to respond to this point in detail by
deadline 15 on the 11th November.
Further in regard to viability the NFU does
not believe that HE have undertaken detailed
meetings with landowners to confirm the
statement made above ‘The methodology
involved an analysis of land-take, severance
and access effects on the holding, informed
by stakeholder consultation with the
landowner and with consideration of the
extents of any major re-organisation of the
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NFU amend
30.10.2015

holding’.

6

Acquisition of land
for borrow pits, and
provision for
landscape, flood
and construction
areas

The NFU is stating that the creation of the
Borrow pits, removal of minerals, and creation
of Flood, landscape and construction areas and
the powers of permanent compulsory acquisition
of land is not required.
Highways England:
Highways England's position is that the creation
of borrow pits and the extraction of minerals
therefrom is necessary to
facilitate construction of the scheme in a way that
limits the potential environmental effects of the
scheme. The provision of flood mitigation,
landscape mitigation and working space for
construction are also essential, either to the
scheme or to its delivery. Where necessary and
appropriate, for instance if landowner agreement
cannot be obtained, Highways England proposes
to use powers of compulsory acquisition to secure
land for these purposes. It should also be noted
that land required for construction areas is
not proposed to be compulsorily acquired by
Highways England, and instead will be
possessed temporarily during construction of
the Scheme.
NFU:
The NFU confirm that their position on this matter
is covered under 1 and 5 above.
Highways England:
The exact wording of restrictive covenants on the
land will be determined at detailed design as
negotiations with the Environment Agency and
landowners continue. However, as the purpose
of flood compensation areas is to ensure that a
certain land level is retained, it is envisaged that
arable uses of the land will not be permitted
within Flood Compensation Areas.
The NFU requests for further detail on why
minimum tillage cultivations is not acceptable so
that the land can be put back in to arable use.
Further surely it could be agreed with landowners
what cultivations they can carry out even with
minimum tillage then enabling the certain land
level needed.
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The NFU does not agree the concept that
matters of design and detail are deferred to a
detailed design process (post DCO) without
recourse to an independent dispute mediation
process.
Highways England:
At the hearing on 1 September 2015,
Highways England explained why the dispute
mediation process would not be appropriate.
NFU:
The NFU is very concerned still that so much
detail in regard to the scheme which landowners
need to know and understand due to the effect on NFU added
their businesses is being left to the detailed
27.8.2015
design stage. The NFU was not present at the
hearing on 1st September and would be grateful
to receive details direct as to why mediation is not
appropriate from Highways England and further
as to what process they think could be used if it is
not an independent expert.

7

Detailed Design of
the
Scheme

Highways England:
Part 5 of Highways England' submission 'Matters
Arising from Highways England's Oral
Submissions at Compulsory Acquisition Hearings
on 1 – 3 September 2015 and associated PostHearing Documents' submitted at Deadline 10
(Applicant reference HE/A14/EX/159, PINS
reference REP10-033) explains Highways
England's position that third party arbitration in
detailed design would not be appropriate for the
Scheme.
The Consultation DCO published in early
October includes much more detail on the role of
the Design Council in overseeing ‘detailed
design’. The NFU’s attention has been drawn to
this revision.
Section 5 of Highways England's summary of
matters arising from the Compulsory
Acquisition Hearings (Applicant reference
HE/A14/EX/149, PINS reference REP10-033)
sets out how Highways England will engage with
landowners during the detailed design process.
This document also sets out the details of
Highways England's position that a third party
arbitrator is not appropriate at detailed design.
At Deadline 10, Highways England submitted a
Note on Participation in Detailed Design
(Applicant reference HE/A14/3X/162, PINS
reference REP10-046). This document sets out
the process of detailed design process Scheme
wide, including the role of Landowner Forums,
and informed the amendments to the Code of
Construction Practice at Deadline 10. At
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Deadline 12, Highways England confirmed, in its
response to the NFU's Deadline 11
submissions (Applicant reference
HE/A14/EX/182, PINS reference REP12-004)
that these forums would include land agents.
Following the Compulsory Acquisition Hearings,
the Code of Construction Practice will be
amended at Deadline 13 to ensure that there is
consistency between it, the Note on Participation
in Detailed Design and the DCO.
The NFU has seen the draft DCO which was
published in early October but it has not yet been
able to go through EX/149 or EX162 and EX182
as highlighted above to the NFU on 27.10.2015.
The NFU raise the following issues over detailed
design at the hearings on 21st and 22nd October :

The NFU confirmed that it was pleased
to see that there would be a landowner
forum as stated at para 4.3.16 but
raised a concern that landowners could
only attend by invitation only. Further
clarification was sought on whether
land agents acting for landowners
could attend along with NFU on behalf
of their members.
2.2 The NFU confirms that clarification
was given at the hearing that NFU
could attend.
2.3 An issues was raised as to how
were all the forums as mentioned at
para 4.3.2 going to link together with
all their different views on design.
2.4 The NFU stated how it was a nice
statement at para 4.3.6 to say HE will
engage and listen and consider how
best to proceed and that discussions as
appropriate to reach a satisfactory
outcome. But that it needed to be
realistic that with the different forums
and the makeup of these vies on design
were going to be very different and was
this going to be resolved.
2.5 Again at para 4.3.24 it was raised
how HE think that disagreement will be
resolved through further discussion but
if not that the issue would be referred to
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the Chief Highways Engineer who
would then assemble an independent
panel of experts which would include
members of the Strategic Stakeholder
Board.
2.6 The NFU requested information on
who firstly who is the Chief Highways
Engineer and who makes up the
Strategic Stakeholder Board?
2.7 Further the NFU raised that there
was no mention here of the Design
Council which had been referred to at a
meeting on Thursday 15th October with
Sarah Collins of HE. The NFU asked
for clarification of how the Chief
Highways
Officer,
the
Strategic
Stakeholder Board and the Design
Council linked up and worked together
in regard to design. This was not at all
clear.
The NFU would be pleased to receive further
clarification from HE on all the above points and
hopes that the CoCP will now cover all the issues
above so that there is consistency and th link
shown between Chief Highways Engineer and
the Detailed design Council.

5
5.1.1

Record of areas still under discussion
The table below provides a summary of the matters which are still under
discussion between Highways England and NFU. The record of agreement
refers to the source document in which the original point of discussion has
been noted.

Ref

Description

Matters under discussion

1

Environmental planting
and habitat/wildlife
mitigtion

Rationale for land take of these areas,
including what metric for example has
been used to calculate the areas
highlighted on the plans in the ES and why
have certain areas been picked. More
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Meeting 17
April 2015
Meeting 4
August

Ref

Description

Matters under discussion
detail of planned plantings is required.
What is trying to be achieved with the
habitat mitigation?
Habitat mitigation has been incorporated
into the scheme pursuant to Highways
England's engagement with Natural
England Further information on the
methodology for the calculation of habitat
creation was provided in Highways
England's responses to Written
Representations, submitted at Deadline 4
on 7 July 2015.

Record of
discussion

and
Telephone
discussion
7 August
Meeting 20
August

Highways England has explained the
rationale for environmental planting
and mitigation.
Rationalisation of layouts will be reviewed
to maximise opportunities for farming.
During the detail design Highways England
will continue to ensure that land take is
minimised where possible. In the detail
design and taking account of further detail
preconstruction survey work to maximise
agricultural usage and minimise land take.
NFU:
The NFU is still waiting to hear that
landowners are being contacted to
discuss rationalisation of layouts and
areas to be taken. Again the NFU feels
that more could be done now by entering
into meaningful discussions with
landowners rather than leaving
everything to the detailed design stage.

Highways England
Highways England has been involved in
extensive discussions with landowners to
date that has led to the comprehensive
set of non-material changes that have
been submitted to the Examination
(Applicant reference HE/A14/EX/163,
PINS reference REP10-047). The
process of engagement with landowners
at detailed design is explained in Part 5 of
Highways England' submission 'Matters
Arising from Highways England's Oral
Submissions at Compulsory Acquisition
Hearings on 1 – 3 September 2015 and
associated Post-Hearing Documents'
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Ref

Description

Matters under discussion

Record of
discussion

submitted at Deadline 10 (Applicant
reference HE/A14/EX/159, PINS reference
REP10-033) and its Note on Participation
in Detailed Design also submitted at
Deadline 10 ((Applicant reference
HE/A14/EX/162, PINS reference REP10046)

Highways England confirmed at the
Compulsory Acquisition hearings on 21
October 2015 that both NFU and land agents
will be invited to Landowner Forums which
will commence by December 2015.

Highways
England
amend
27.10.2105

At Deadline 12, Highways England
confirmed, in its response to the NFU's
Deadline 11 submissions (Applicant
reference HE/A14/EX/182, PINS reference
REP12-004) that these forums would
include land agents.

The NFU thanks HE for confirming that
both the NFU and land agents acting on
behalf of clients affected by th scheme
will be invited to attend the Land Forum.

Flood Compensation and
4

Storage Areas

NFU wish to understand the rationale for
these areas along with detail on location
has not been forthcoming. Further
information and qualification for these
areas is needed to clarify why so much
agricultural land might have to be lost to
create these areas.
Highways England's assessment of
proposed land take (including agricultural
land loss) is set out in Chapter 16 of the
Environmental Statement (Applicant
reference 6.1, PINS reference APP-347)
Floodplain compensation needs to be
provided on a level for level basis and the
flood compensation areas have been
designed to ensure that sufficient
compensation would be provided at each
level. The preliminary design process has
sought to minimise land take wherever
possible. As the detailed design of the
scheme is progressed (and more detailed
topographical information becomes
available) in due course, Highways
England will continue to liaise with
landowners with the aims of minimising the
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Meeting 17
April 2015

Meeting 4
August and
Telephone
discussion
7 August

Ref

Description

Matters under discussion

Record of
discussion

impact of the scheme on their retained land
by refining the design of some of the flood
compensation areas, and reducing the
amount of land subject to the exercise of
powers of compulsory acquisition.
Highways England:
Highways England is continuing to review
flood compensation areas across the
scheme and will continue to engage with
individual landowners and farmers during
the detailed design stage.
NFU:
Following the meetings on 4th August and
20th August HE confirmed that
there is no requirement by EA which

Meeting 20
August

NFU
amended
27.8.2015

would justify compulsory acquisition of
flood compensation areas and that these
areas could potentially be designated
“Land to be used temporarily and rights
to be acquired permanently” i.e. blue land
on Land Plans Regulation Sheets.
Furthermore HE agree to discuss with
farmers measures to reduce and refine
the design and therefore impact location
and area taken as a consequence of the
flood compensation.
Highways England:
Highways England’s agreement to discuss
measures to reduce and refine the design
is confirmed.
In relation to the suggestion as to
absence of requirement by the
Environment Agency (EA) to justify the
compulsory acquisition of flood
compensation areas (FCAs), this
proceeds on a misunderstanding. The
EA does not require the long-term
positive maintenance of the FCAs but it
does require the revised land levels to be
maintained. The rationale for the
compulsory acquisition of FCAs was
explained at the compulsory acquisition
hearing on 1 September 2015.

NFU:
NFU is grateful that Highways England
has confirmed agreement to discuss
measures to reduce and refine the
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Deadline 10

Ref

Description

Matters under discussion

design. The NFU would be grateful to
received the information direct as to
what the rational is for the compulsory
acquisition of FCAs and to which was
explained at the hearing on 1st
September. It is now understood that
revised land levels will have to be
maintained.

Record of
discussion
response

Highways England
Highways England recognises that some
landowners may wish to retain ownership
of land allocated under the scheme
proposals to provide a flood compensation
area In such instances, the landowner will
need to enter into a binding legal
agreement granting the temporary rights
needed by Highways England to construct
the FCA and accepting the imposition on
the title of his/her land of appropriately
worded covenants to ensure that the
relevant land must be maintained in such
a way (the terms and specification of such
way to be set out in the legal agreement
and covenants) as to enable Highways
England to provide the flood mitigation
required for the scheme in perpetuity.
Where such a legal agreement between
the landowner and Highways England has
been finalised and entered into (and
therefore such covenants imposed) prior
to, or by the time at which, Highways
England is ready to start the general
vesting declaration (GVD) process or ready
to serve Notices to Treat and Notices of
Entry in respect of land or rights over land
which is/are proposed to be acquired for
the relevant part of the scheme, then
Highways England will not exercise powers
of compulsory acquisition or powers of
temporary possession in respect of the
land required for the FCA.

5

Field Drainage

NFU is concerned that Highways England
needs to consider, and protect, land
drainage schemes which will be affected
by the A14 scheme are taken into account
during detailed design and construction.
Need to qualify how field drainage will be
dealt with in detail and this should be
included in the code of construction.
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Ref

Description

Matters under discussion

Record of
discussion

Highways England's position is that
where the construction of the road
causes existing land drainage systems to
be severed then an appropriate
replacement drainage system, agreed
with the landowner/tenant, will be laid
within private land to collect the land
drainage flows and convey them to the
nearest suitable watercourse. These
replacement drains will be owned and
privately maintained by the landowner.
Highways England:
Highways England is continuing to
review flood compensation areas
across the scheme and will continue
to engage with individual landowners
and farmers during the detailed
design stage.
NFU:
The NFU has requested that the
wording put forward in the written
representation dated 15 June 2015
and at the hearing on 1 July 2015 and
further requested at the meeting on
20 August 2015 should be adopted by
HE and included in the Code of
Construction Practice.
Highways England:
Highways England is considering the
wording of the Code of Construction
Practice to take account of liaison with
individual landowners during detailed
design, to ensure full account is taken of
existing land drainage.
NFU:
The NFU believes that it is essential that
liaison takes place with individual
landowners during the detailed design
stage but also, as stated above and
submitted to Highways England and PINS
in a letter dated 10 September deadline 9
that the detailed wording is included in the
CoCP.
Highways England
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Ref

Description

Matters under discussion

Record of
discussion

Part 4.3 of the CoCP submitted at Deadline
10 (Applicant reference HE/A14/EX/160,
PINS reference Rep10-044) includes
wording that explains engagement with
landowners at detailed design. The
process of engagement with landowners
at detailed design is fully explained in
Part 5 of Highways England' submission
'Matters Arising from Highways England's
Oral Submissions at Compulsory
Acquisition Hearings on 1 – 3 September
2015 and associated Post-Hearing
Documents' submitted at Deadline 10
(Applicant reference HE/A14/EX/159, PINS
reference REP10-033) and its Note on
Participation in Detailed Design also
submitted at Deadline 10 ((Applicant
reference HE/A14/EX/162, PINS
reference REP10-046)

Revised wording as follows:
Agricultural restoration and
establishment
Pre - construction
8.3.1 The Main Contractor will advise
landowners / tenants of the stages
and timing of the survey, testing and
recording of the existing topsoil and
subsoil conditions in accordance
with the soil management strategy
(SMS). The contractor will inform the
affected parties of the methodology
of the soil storage and movement
also in accordance with the SMS.
The results of the pre-construction
surveys will be available for use by
the landowners and tenants.
8.3.2 The contractor will also at the preconstruction stage engage with the
landowner / tenant to establish the
exact nature of the existing field
drainage system including any
associated farm drainage affected
by the scheme. The pre-construction
investigations and surveys will make
use of existing drainage plans
supplied by the landowner/ tenant
where available and will take
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Ref

Description

Matters under discussion

account of the existing outfalls and
the wider drainage patterns to
ensure that the full implications and
impacts of the scheme are taken
into account. The contractor will
seek to agree with the landowner /
tenant the scheme of restoration of
the drainage, which will include all
land drains, carrier drains, outfalls
and culverts where applicable. The
restoration proposals will include
pipe and culvert sizes based on
drainage calculations and replacing
capacity to ensure the drainage
provided puts the drainage on any
land back in the position it was
before the scheme. The contractor
will inspect and survey the ground
conditions with the landowner/
tenant at the preconstruction stage
to record the existing condition of
field drainage. It is expected that
where
available
the
landowner/tenant will provide all
existing plans and records of works
already carried out to assist the
contractor in carrying out preconstruction
assessment
and
recording. Whilst carrying out this
process the contractor will take on
board any local knowledge that they
feel is appropriate for the individual
circumstances.
8.3.3 At the point of restoration the
contractor will engage with the
landowner/tenant to set out the
detail of timing and restoration on
each specific area of farmland,
restoration works will proceed on the
basis of the SMS and associated
drainage will proceed on the basis of
agreed layouts, falls, pipe size/type
and outfalls. In the case of grazing
land the contractor will seek to
agree the suitable pasture seed mix
appropriate to the farming type. It is
noted that landowners / tenants may
wish to carry out certain operations
post hand over themselves, this is
considered good practice and the
contractor
would
work
with
landowner/tenant to facilitate the
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Description

Matters under discussion

Record of
discussion

preferred procedure. The restoration
process will proceed in full
consultation
with
the
landowner/tenant
including
inspection
of
works
where
applicable and in strict accordance
with site health and safety
procedures.
Post construction establishment of
restored agricultural land
8.3.4 Following completion of the
restoration the landowner/ tenant
will inspect and agree with the
contractor the acceptability of the
works. It is accepted that agricultural
restoration does not normally return
the land immediately to its original
condition and productivity. Resulting
claims for compensation are to be
dealt with by respective valuers,
under the heads of Injurious
Affection and Disturbance, in
accordance with the compensation
code.
8.3.5 The
contractor
will
further
undertake inspections of the site
post
construction,
with
the
landowner/tenant and Highways
England’s valuer to assess the
progress of the restoration. These
will be carried out once a year for
three years with timing appropriate
to any perceived issues or concerns.
Concerns will be assessed by all
parties and appropriate remedial
actions or compensation agreed
within the parameters of the
compensation
code
and
any
previous agreements made at the
time of acceptance of the initial
restoration works and handover to
the landowner/tenant.
The NFU has been through this wording at
a meeting with Geoff Dodson (HE) on
29.10.2015 and has confirmed that it is
now happy with the wording which has
been changed in 8.3.2 to “The restoration
proposals will include pipe and culvert
sizes based on drainage calculations and
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Ref

Description

Matters under discussion
replacing capacity to ensure the drainage
provided puts the drainage on any land
back in the position it was before the
scheme”. The NFU accepts this new
wording.
Further that “Whilst carrying out this
process the contractor will take on board
any local knowledge that they feel is
appropriate for the individual
circumstances”. The NFU has raised that it
would like to see HE consulting with the
landowner and to instruct a local drainage
contractor to work alongside the main
contractor.
The NFU at the hearing raised issues over
the wording at para 8.3.5 and these still
stand further to receiving the amended
words above from HE on 27.10.2015. The
issues raised at the hearing on 21st
October and highlighted in the submission
to the ExA are :

An issue was raised over the
wording in para 8.3.5 which states
that the contractor will undertake
inspections post construction and
that this would be carried out
once a year for three years. The
concerns would be assessed and
remedial action undertaken. The
NFU has raised issues over
drainage form the start of the
process and highlighted how long
it takes for field drainage to work
correctly after a construction
phase. The NFU has asked for this
type of inspection to take place for
at least 5 – 10 years or until the
inspection
shows
that
the
drainage is working again as it
was before the scheme. The NFU
would like to see that this is
accepted in the CoCP.
2.15 At the hearing Sarah Collins
in response to this highlighted that
full and final compensation claims
have to be carried out within 6
years so she believes that 3 years
would only be possible for
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Ref

Description

Matters under discussion

Record of
discussion

inspections to be carried out. The
NFU can see no reason why NFU amend
inspections cannot be carried out 30.10.2015
for a longer this would not affect a
compensation claim which is
likely to be for crop loss. The
CoCP
should
state
that
inspections will be carried out
annually on request of landowners
after 5 years if there is a problem
with the field drainage and HE
should cover the cost all remedial
action needed.
NFU wish to know what provisions will be
included to protect SSAs and what
measures will be in place to return the soil
from these areas and the storage areas
themselves back into agricultural use.

6

Soil storage areas (SSAs)

Highways England:
Highways England recognises the
importance and value of soils and the
protection of agricultural land. In
developing the proposed scheme,
Highways England has sought to
minimise the footprint of the scheme thus
reducing the permanent loss of the best
and most versatile land, and ensure that
any soils that are disturbed and
displaced by the proposed scheme are
re-used sustainably. As a result of the
on-going consultation with Natural
England, Highways England has agreed
to include additional survey work in the
Soils Management Strategy (SMS) which
forms Appendix 12.2 of the
Environmental Statement (ES)
(document ref 6.3) before any soils are
stripped by the contractor. Highways
England intends to develop a Soil
Resources Survey and is also in the
process of preparing a Technical Annex
to supplement the existing Soils
Management Strategy prepared as part
of the ES (appendix 12.2 document
reference 6.3). The Technical Annex will
set out proposals for the Soil Resources
Survey and the preparation of detailed
soil resource plans by the appointed
Highways England contractors. The
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Matters under discussion

Soils Management Strategy, including
the Technical Annex, will be secured
through the Code of Construction
Practice (CoCP), (Appendix 20.2,
Volume 6.3), compliance with which is
required by Requirement 3 in Schedule 2
of the draft DCO.
Highways England:
Highways England has agreed to
begin discussions with landowners as
to how it intends to take temporary
possession for soil storage areas
under the power given by the DCO.
Highways England will also provide
NFU with the relevant codes of
practice.
NFU:
The NFU has requested that the
wording put forward in the written
representation highlighted at the
hearing in July and further discussed
at the meeting on 20 August is adapted
and included in HE’s Soils
Management Strategy. The key
objective is to restore soil to
productive agricultural use.
Highways England:
Highways England submitted an updated
Code of Construction Practice at
Deadline 9 on 2 September 2015. This
updated document secures contractor
compliance with the Soil Management
Strategy included in Appendix 12.2 of the
Environmental Statement and with a Soil
Management Strategy Technical Annex.
The Annex outlines the approach to the
management of topsoil resources, with
the objective of securing the proper
management and preservation of soil by
contractors, to enable restoration of soil
to productive agricultural use.
NFU:
The NFU accepts that a lot of details has
now been included in the latest CoCP
and Soil Strategy document but as stated
above this is in regards to management
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Matters under discussion

Record of
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of topsoil and sub soil during construction
and restoration, not the aftercare period
which is necessary to restore it to its
agricultural use. The NFU would still like
to see wording provided previously
adopted. Please see detailed information
submitted in a letter dated 10th September
for deadline 9.
Highways England:
Following the Compulsory Acquisition
Hearings and discussions with the
NFU, the Code of Construction
Practice was revised at Deadline 10
(Applicant reference HE/A14/EX/160,
PINS reference REP10-044) to deal
with soil management and field
drainage issues and restoration. This
includes provision for:










a restored soils condition report
results of surveys shared with
landowners
soil restoration to be undertaken in
consultation with landowners
pre-scheme engagement with
landowners as to current drainage
system and a scheme of
restoration for drainage to be
agreed with landowners
landowner/ tenant will inspect and
agree with the contractor the
acceptability of restoration works.
further inspections once a year for
three years with appropriate
remedial actions agreed with
landowners.
Acceptance that agricultural
restoration does not normally return
the land immediately to its original
condition and productivity.
Resulting claims for compensation
are to be dealt with by respective
valuers, under the heads of
Injurious Affection and Disturbance,
in accordance with the
compensation code.

Highways England maintains that
inspection for three years is appropriate
and practical to enable compensation
claims to be assessed and agreed within
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Matters under discussion

Record of
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the statutory six year limitation process.

The NFU has raised issues over NFU amend
the aftercare of soil once it has 30.10.2015
been reinstated from the startof
this process and highlighted how
long it takes for soil to return to its
quality and to be able to produce
yields as it did before construction
took place. The NFU would like
to see soil inspections and samples
taken for at least 5 – 10 years or
until the soil samples show that
the soil has returned to its
condition that it was before the
scheme. The NFU would like to
see that this is accepted and
detailed in the CoCP.
At the hearing Sarah Collins in
response to field drainage issues
highlighted that full and final
compensation claims have to be
carried out within 6 years so she
believes that 3 years would only
be possible for inspections to be
carried out. The NFU can see no
reason why inspections or field
sampling cannot be carried out for
a longer period as this would not
affect a compensation claim which
is likely to be for crop loss. The
CoCP should state that soil
sampling will be carried out
annually on request of landowners
after 5 years if there is still a
problem with the soil structure
and its condition. HE should cover
the cost of all remedial action
needed.

7

Management of mitigation

NFU wish to know what arrangements/
provision and funding will be put in place
for on-going management of features such
as the habitat areas, balancing ponds, flood
compensation areas and the borrow pits
once filled with water. etc.
Highways England:
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Highways England's position is that the
August
delivery and maintenance of mitigation
2015
measures will be subject to detailed design
and will be incorporated into the
Construction Environmental Management
Plan (to be prepared under the Construction
Code of Practice), which will be subject to
on-going consultation with Natural England.
Areas for habitat, landscaping and
biodiversity mitigation would be managed
as part of Highways England's estate by
Highways England's managing agents. The
management and maintenance would be
carried out according to a Handover
Management Plan prepared at the end of
the five-year maintenance period during
which the scheme would be maintained by
NFU
the construction contractors.
amended
27.8.2015
NFU:
The NFU requests that reasonable
proposals by landowners are
considered by HE for landowners to
take on habitat management (and for
the associated land to be taken
temporarily only), subject to funding
agreement with HE and with recourse to
the independent mediator if required.
Highways England:
Highways England agrees that
reasonable proposals by landowners
to take on long term maintenance
responsibilities, subject to funding,
will be considered by Highways
England. Highways England’s
position on this point was addressed
in the Compulsory Acquisition hearing
on 1 September 2015.
NFU:
The NFU is grateful that Highways England
will consider landowners taking on
maintenance of responsibilities of habitat
areas and will consider further how these
areas are going to be funded. The NFU
would be grateful to receive direct the
points that were addressed at the hearing
on the 1st September 2015.
Highways England:
As explained in part 2 of Highways
England's submission 'Matters Arising from
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Highways England's Oral Submissions at
Compulsory Acquisition Hearings on 1 – 3
September 2015 and associated PostHearing Documents' submitted at Deadline
10 (Applicant reference HE/A14/EX/159,
PINS reference REP10-033), and in
individual Statements of Common Ground
with landowners, Highways England is
prepared to enter into alternative
arrangements with landowners as to the
future management and ownership of
flood, landscaping, and ecological
mitigation areas.
Highways England’s intention is to retain
ownership of landscaping and ecological
mitigation areas to ensure they are
maintained to the appropriate level.
However, if a landowner wishes to retain
such areas and is willing to enter into a
maintenance contract with Highways
England, Highways England would accept
such arrangements subject to costs not
exceeding those which Highways England
would otherwise incur in its own right.
The NFU thanks HE for confirming that
landowners may be able to have the
ownership of landscaping/ecological areas
and that costs would be covered to the
same level as if HE were carrying out the
maintenance.

9

Ground Water and
Severance/ disruption of
utilities

What provisions are in place if
groundwater becomes contaminated
and so private water supplies are
affected including for example
boreholes feeding irrigation systems.
Further the NFU seeks
assurance of processes in place to
protect landowners and farmers in the
event of disruption of supply of
utilities such as water or power.
Highways England has provided
assurance that the Code of Good
Construction
Practice (Applicant reference
HE/A14/EX/160, PINS reference
REP10-044) sets out the duty of the
constructors to be good neighbours
to all properties affected by the
scheme and promptly to address
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disruption to all utilities (including
private water supplies) caused by the
construction of the scheme.
The NFU would like to receive further
information as to how disruption to
ground water and private supplies will
be dealt with during the construction
phase.
Highways England:
Part 14.5 of the Code of Construction
Practice details how contractors will
manage the impacts of construction on
private water suppliers.
As regards contamination generally, and/or
contamination arising from incidents during
from construction, the Code of
Construction Practice, at sections 9 and
14, confirms that the control procedures
set out in the Environment Agency's
Pollution Prevention Guidelines will be
adhered to.
In the event of any incident arising as a
result of any failure of such control
procedures, Highways England would work
with the contractor and the landowner to
ensure that appropriate corrective action
was taken in a timely manner.
Highways England agrees to incorporate
the above comment into its revision of the
Code of Construction Practice at Deadline
13
The NFU thanks HE for confirming that
they will include the above wording as
provided on 27.10. 2015 in to the CoCP.
Further details on the creation of a cycle
route following the new road from
Huntingdon to Cambridge.
Highways England:

10

NMU

Highways England's position is that the
scheme provides extensive new and
replacement NMU provision, as detailed
on the General Arrangement Drawings
(Applicant reference 2.2, PINS reference
APP-012) submitted with the DCO
application in December 2014 (including
some updated versions of these plans
submitted with the Errata Report in May
2015 (see Applicant reference
HE/A14/EX/10, PINS reference APP-773).
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Highways England is prepared to discuss
NMU provision with the NFU.

NFU:
NFU require explanation of whether
the provision of NMU route
(Fenstanton to Girton) is a legal
requirement
The NFU maintains the stance that
land taken for the scheme should be
limited to that which is essential only
for the construction of the proposed
road. The NFU does not consider that
the proposed cycle route is essential
to the construction of the proposed
road simply by virtue that the NMU is
correcting a wrong from the past.
Highways England:
Highways England maintains that the
NMU route from Fenstanton to Girton
is an essential component of the
scheme in that it helps to meet the
scheme objectives (in terms of
improving connectivity and safety, by
enhancing NMU provision and by
putting the right people on the right
roads), and is thus a requirement of
the scheme.
NFU:
The NFU would like to receive further
information as to how the creation of this
NMU helps meet scheme objectives and
why it is essential? The NFU believes the
creation of this NMU to be desirable but
not essential to the road scheme.
Highways England:
Highways England produced a submission
detailing the justification for the exercise of
powers of compulsory acquisition to
facilitate the delivery of new public rights of
way at Deadline 9 (Applicant reference
HE/A14/EX/135, PINS reference REP9010). This paper also provides the policy
justification for NMU provision for the
Scheme and explains why the compulsory
acquisition of land for the purposes of NMU
provision is justified.

The NFU confirms that it has not been able
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to review the document EX/135 due to time
constraints since 27.10.2015 and states
again that it views the cycle route between
Cambridge and Huntingdon as desirable
and not necessary.
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6

Agreement on this SoCG

This Statement of Common Ground has been jointly prepared and agreed by:
Name:

Signature:

On behalf of:

Highways England

Date:

Name:

XXX

Signature:

On behalf of:

National Farmers Union of England & Wales

Date:
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